
Data Health Accelerator
Identify, rationalize, and assess the health of your critical data objects and 
elements.  Effective business insights start with high data confidence.
Unlocking business insights starts with quality data.    5 Weeks | $50,000

*See Statement of Work 
for limitations and full details

Assess Data Quality 
Maturity

✓ Determine current 
capabilities and issues
✓ Understand future, 

desired, needed state
✓ Identify and select top 

2 data domains
✓ Create high-level 
proactive data quality 

program

Understand Critical 
Objects

✓ Prioritize up to 8 data 
objects and 16 data 

elements 
✓ Create data rules and  

profile the data 
elements

✓ Understand the 
in-scope data estate

Analyze, Remediate, 
Plan

✓ Perform data quality 
and usage analyses
✓ Apply metrics

✓ Create data quality 
dashboard

✓ Create a data 
governance business 
case and approach

✓ Create an audit trail of 
documentation
✓ Present 

recommendations and 
remediations

Gain control over your data confidence risk with our Data Health Assessment accelerator 
focused on:

Pyramid Consulting’s 
Data & Insights Journey

Rationalized 
Corporate Data

Data 
Confidence

People, 
Process, Data 
Sustainment

Actionable 
Data Insights

Self Service

For a limited time, qualifying Microsoft-managed customers can get up to 
$25,000 toward their Azure adoption!

Contact us at Microsoft@PyramidCI.com for more information and eligibility

mailto:Microsoft@PyramidCI.com


Data Health Accelerator:

Foundation in Business 

Transformation

About 
Pyramid Consulting, Inc.

Top Minority Business Supplier 

to Enterprise Accounts

Our demonstrated ability to 

provide best-in-class services to 

companies with complex needs 

across multiple industries has 

been rigorously vetted and 

recognized with the NMSDC 

Corporate Plus designation. This 

credential signifies operational 

excellence and is attained by 

fewer than 2% of MBEs.

Atlanta | Charlotte | Chicago | 
Dallas | DC | Hartford | Houston | 
Jacksonville | Milwaukee | NY / NJ 
| Philadelphia | Pittsburgh | 
Richmond | Sacramento | San 
Francisco

Global Reach
US, EMEA and APAC

Reliable Partner 
$300M Revenue 
200+ customers
115 of Fortune 500

Delivering Results
4,500 active consultants

Proven Partnerships
Microsoft Managed 
Partner
Accenture, Avanade, 
Cognizant Supplier
Verizon, AT&T Supplier

Only Pyramid provides the advisory, project services and
Intentionally Inclusive™ diverse talent sourcing & transfer, or
managed services, that quickly unblock and progress your
sustainable cloud journey.

Accelerate your data quality and usage strategy further, 
faster and in a more focused way.

How confident are you in the corporate data used to run your 
daily business?  Do you have accurate, timely, consistent, and 
complete information to make the best business decisions?  
Data is no longer  viewed as a secondary component of 
business but instead a critical asset.  The “garbage in/garbage 
out” mantra has never been truer.  

The Data Health Accelerator helps your organization 
understand major data quality, access, and governance gaps 
that could be negatively affecting your customer experience, 
operations, and financials.

SUSTAIN


